The Industry’s Only….

PORTABLE PLASMA SPRAY SYSTEM!

- **Completely Self-Contained** – Power Supply, High Frequency Starter, Plasma Control Console, Powder Feeder, Heat Exchanger, and Electrical Disconnects

- **Compact Design** – Fold-Down Ramp, Removable Side Rails, Fork-Lift Entry

- **Mobile Control Console and Powder Feeder Station**

- **Optional Heavy-Duty Casters and Gas Cylinder Brackets**

- **Custom Configurations Available**
**TYPICAL SYSTEM COMPONENTS:**

*Mobile Cart with Control Console and Powder Feeder Mounted*

*Model PS-2010 Power Supply*
- 30/60 Kw Output
- Multiple Voltage Taps
- Thermal Overload Protection

*HF-2000 High Frequency Arc Starter (not shown)*

*Model CP-120 Control Console*
- One-Step Operation
- Multiple Mixing Gas Capability
- Low Water and Gas Alarms
- Solid State Controls

*Fork Entry Points from all Sides*

*3/16” Tread Plate Floor and Ramp*

*3/4” Solid Round Bar Hinged Ramp with 5/8” Spring Pin*

*14 gauge 1 ½” Square Tubing Removable Rails*

*Powder Coated and Baked Paint Finish*

*Standard Colors: Caterpillar Yellow, Green, Grey, Teal Blue (Custom Colors Available)*

*Optional 8” Diameter Heavy Duty Polyurethane Molded Steel Casters*

*Optional Dual Cylinder Bracket*

**FRAME CONSTRUCTION AND FEATURES:**

*Choice of Industry-Proven Plasma Guns*

*Rear View – Electrical Disconnects and Ramp*

*Model 1200 Power Feeder*

*A Full Line of Support Equipment is Available!*